
PACCAR has made available a large dataset of sensor 
snapshots and repairs for commercial vehicles. Most ML for 
predictive maintenance involves using Random Forests 
[1][2][3] but the field is small.[4] We take the problem a step 
further to predict a failure among a range of time 
windows and determine the best model for predicting 
potential failure within a specific time range: Random Forest 
as a baseline, LSTM RNN, and GMM (Gaussian Mixture 
Models). 
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The problem of window and failure type is a formidable 
problem with much room to explore. These results on 
experimenting with other models help direct future 
research for predictive maintenance. With more time, 
more data could be collected and our models could be 
validated in the field. Predictive maintenance offers our 
transportation, communication, and other infrastructure 
systems savings in downtime and repair as our population 
and connectivity continues to grow.

Model Val Acc. Test Acc.
Random Forest (10,10) 48.8

Random Forest (5,20) 51.2

Random Forest (5,50) 55.2

Random Forest (5,100) 59.3

Random Forest (1,50) 72.3 69.9

GMM (10,10) 40.4

GMM (5,20) 51.9

GMM (5,50) 47.8

GMM (5,100) 61.8

GMM (1,50) 72.5 70.3

LSTM RNN (10,10) 44.8

LSTM RNN (5,20) 47.7 39.4

LSTM RNN (5,50) 40.5

LSTM RNN (5,100) 47.2

LSTM RNN (1,50) 37.5

GMM is best model at 70.3% test accuracy
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● From initial tests: best accuracy for smaller number 
of windows but larger windows

● Each model was hyperparameter tuned
○ Random Forests: # of trees (70)
○ GMM: # Hidden Gaussian components (2)
○ LSTM: LR (0.01), Reg. (0.01), Hidden Units (139)

● Map veh. ID, ATA6 code and time-window before a repair 
with that ATA6 to relevant sequences of snapshots

Typical dataset vehicles

● Data cleaning (dedupe, impute, encode, whiten/shift)
● Select ATA6 codes to predict (freq. in higher cost repairs)
● Split into train, validation and test sets (systematic sampling)

General classification pipeline showing how a sequence of sensor snapshots are fed into a learned 
classifier (i.e. HMM, LSTM, GMM) for comparison. The prediction is the most likely Repair Code for that 
sequence along with the most likely number of time steps (time window) until that repair is needed.  


